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Jim Grappone, PE - Assistant Town Engineer
Town of Southington
John Weichsel Municipal Center
196 North Main Street
Southington, CT 06489

Re: S #1335.
126 Williamsburg Drive
HEC #1932

Dear Jim,

Harry E. Cole & Son (HEC) has reviewed your comments noted in your e-mail dated
May 10,2022 and offers this formal response.

l. ls survey note #11 correct?
RESPOwSE: Suruey note #11 has heen verified and is correct.

2. Label benchmark and survey datum.
RESPOruSE: Benchmark and survey datum have been labeled on suruey map.

The Lot data on SD1 notes the reduction for steep slopes. Please check subdivision
section 2-21 of the Subdivision Regulations and confirm the net lot area exceeds the
minimum for a rear lot.
RESPONSE' The lot data on SDl has been updated and corrected. The lot
exceeds the minimum net area for a rear lot.

4. ls there a temporary easement for the Cul-de-sac on #134 Williamsburg?
RESPONSE: The record subdivision map for Williamsburg Drive indicates an
easement for the existing cul-de-sac.

5. The driveway shall pitch to the south to prevent excessive runoff into the Town road
It is suggested that structural stone be installed on the southerly edge of the
driveway to prevent erosion
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RESPONSE: Acknowledged, the driveway grades have been adiusted
accordingly and a detail has been added depicting sfone along the edge of
driveway.

6. Have you done any test pits in the area of the rain gardens? Drainage calculations
were not included. According to the Web Soils Survey, the soil conditions are
predominately Holyoke - rock which don't drain quickly.
RESPOTVSE: A drainage report has been included with this revised submittal.
The site will meet ZIRO requirements and does not reply upon infiltration.

7. And a note that the driveway access will be paved to the rear of #134 and the
maximum grade of the driveway shall not exceedl5%
RESPOwSE: The Site Plan has been revised as noted. P/ease see note #26.

8. A permit is required prior to constructing the retaining wall and shall be
designed by a CT PE
RESPOwSE: Acknowledged.

9. A sewer connection charge shall be paid prior to the issuance of a Building Permit
RESPO/VS E: Acknowledged.

10. Any slope that exceeds 2:1 shall have erosion control blankets to allow for quick
stabilization.
RESPO/VSE: Acknowledged, this has been noted along the north side of the
access driveway. All other locations are expected to be 2:1 or flatter.

I believe the revised plans and documents will adequately address your comments. lf you
have any further questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Since

Barton Bovee, P.E.
Senior Engineer

cc: Beth Smedick
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